The Jülich Technology Centre (TZJ) next to the large research centre, Forschungszentrum Jülich (FZJ), is providing access to the broad spectrum of scientific and technical infrastructure of FZJ, RWTH Aachen University and FH Aachen University of Applied Sciences.

TZJ, founded in 1989, has become a centre of economic exploitation of the technical know-how of the region. With an area of 12,000 m², TZJ offers flexible and individual space for new innovative companies, development and technologically orientated companies and joint-venture and licensing partners between industry and science.

We offer high standard workplaces and functional surroundings. TZJ has a modern communication infrastructure: ISDN, intranet and internet, WLAN and offers secretarial services, photocopying and telephone service, postal service – and last but not least a bistro under palm trees.